Dubai Deluxe Ticket | Big City Pass Inclusions:

Dubai Deluxe Tickets include the **Big City Pass**. Save up to 85% on top attractions and pay nothing on entry. Admissions are valid 7 days from first use*.

*Except hop-on hop-off tour and Lost Chambers Aquarium which have limited validity.

---

1) **2-Day Big Bus Dubai Tour Ticket**:

Fuelling the spirit of adventure with Big Bus Dubai! Hop-on and off, see the sights, explore the city and discover Dubai at your own pace.

2) **Desert Sunset Adventure**:

Experience an Arabian sunset in the heart of the Dubai desert. Camel riding, falcon and horse interaction, henna painting and Arabic coffee are all included as well as an Arabian Fortress.

3) **Observation Deck At 300**:

The Observation Deck at 300 atop Etihad Towers is the highest in the capital, with 360 degree views of Abu Dhabi. Get exclusive half price entry with the Big Bus City Pass.

4) **The Maydan Journey**:

Take an off-the-beaten track journey to Maydan; home of the UAE’s richest horse race, falconry and camal racing experiences. Departs at 15:00 on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays | Ask staff for details.

5) **Lost Chambers Aquarium**:

Explore the underwater mazes and chambers of Dubai’s Atlantis Aquarium, Encounter sharks, stingrays, alligators and seahorses. Entry valid between 10:00 and 22:00. Collect Aquarium ticket from Big Bus staff.

6) **Marina & Lagoon Boat Cruise**:

Ahoy matey’s, all aboard this one hour cruise through Dubai Marina and into the Arabian Gulf. Take in breathtaking views of Palm Island lagoon and the Dubai skyline. Departs every hour between 10:00 and 17:00.
7) Dubai Night Bus Tour:

Marvel at Dubai’s spectacular panoramic night tour. Join us on our magical journey through a city of illuminated landmarks and an adventure under the stars. The Dubai Night tour departs from the following places at the respective times: Deira City Centre (19:15), Dubai Mall (19:45) and Souk Madinat Jumeirah (20:15). Ask staff for details.

8) Al Ain Oasis City Day Tour Explorer:

Visit forts, palaces, museums and an ancient tomb; discover an oasis in the desert whilst exploring the historic city of Al Ain. Departs from Stop 1 | Tuesdays and Saturdays | 07:30 - 19:00. Ask staff for details.

9) Al Fahidi Historical District Trek:

Visit Dubai’s old quarter, explore the Bastakiya, see the old city wall ruins, get entry to museums and access Al Fahidi Fort - the oldest Dubai building dating back to 1787. Departs from Stop 5 | 10:30 | Lasts 1 Hour.

10) Flamingo Lagoon Discovery:

Meet wild flamingos in a natural mangrove sanctuary, drive along the creek lagoon and see Sheikh Mohammed’s Royal Palace on this city limit excursion. Departs at 15:00 on Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays | Ask staff for details.

11) Palm Island Drive:

A panoramic tour along Palm Jumeirah’s crescent. Take in the open ocean views of the Arabian Gulf, see the opulent palm beach resorts and capture Dubai’s skyline. Departs at 17:00 from Atlantis the Palm.

12) Abu Dhabi Capital Corniche Cruise:

Jump aboard an Arabian dhow and glide down the Abu Dhabi coastline. Enjoy stunning views of the skyline, palaces, islands and Marina Creek. Departs daily, every hour between 10:30 and 17:30.

13) Dubai Creek Dhow Cruise:

Glide down Dubai Creek on an Arabian Dhow. Enjoy this 1-hour cruise for a glimpse into Dubai’s history, where sea merchants have traded for centuries. Departs every hour from 10:30 until 17:30.
14) Big Bus Sharjah (Half-Day Tour):

Explore the delights of the 'Pearl of the Gulf' with a half-day panoramic tour on an open-top double-decker bus. See the sights and take in the views! Departs at 10:30 | Saturdays to Thursdays. Ask staff for details.

15) Ambassador Lagoon @ Atlantis:

The Ambassador Lagoon is an impressive viewing panel with awe-inspiring views into the ruins of an Atlantis-themed aquarium, home to 65,000 marine animals. Entry valid between 10:00 and 22:00. Collect Aquarium ticket from Big Bus staff.

16) Dubai Water Bus:

Experience a ride on the RTA water bus. Glide across the Dubai Marina on a smooth and safe transit service. Your one-way journey is free with a Big Bus Dubai Deluxe ticket.

17) Heritage Village Walking Tour:

The 1 hour Heritage Walk travels through the old portions of Dubai such as the Heritage Village and Diving Village. Its purpose is to show the cultures and lifestyles of pre-oil era Dubai. This walk runs daily at 14:30 from stop 7.

18) Arabian Treasures Walking Tour:

The Arabian Treasures tour offers a 1 hour guided glimpse into the famous Gold and Spice Souks. It runs at 12:00 from stop 5.

19) Downtown Discovery Walk:

Explore the vibrant district of Downtown Dubai! See Dubai Mall, a hidden souk, a real dinosaur, sharks in an aquarium, the iconic Burj Khalifa and Dubai Fountain. The tour lasts 1 hour and departs at 17:00 from stops 2 and 14.

20) 10 Museum Collection | Includes:

- Sheikh Maktoum Palace
- Al Ahmadiyah Museum
- Architectural Museum
- Poet Al Oqaili Museum
- Municipality Museum
- Coin Museum
- Heritage Museum
- Horse Museum
• Camel Museum
• Dubai Museum